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Every once in a while, especially during special occasions like Christmas, we would like to show our
appreciation to exemplary employees, extra-nice bosses or clients, and important business partners
by sending them greeting cards, or if we have the budget,corporate gifts. Gift baskets of scotch and
fruits are great but you might be looking for something more personalised â€“ and perhaps a little
artistic â€“ that would last a while and not come out as if you are merely â€œpromotingâ€• your business.
Corporate art gifts are not a bad idea if you wish to give away something much more meaningful this
time around, and DNA Artâ„¢has come up with the perfect idea.

DNA Artâ„¢ is an Australian printing house that specialises in the production of DNA portraits, which
are basically,enhanced and framed photos of a personâ€™s DNA strand. DNA corporate art is a unique
way to show your genuine appreciation for the people who have been vital to the success of your
company or your business endeavours. DNA Artâ„¢makes them in such a way that your recipient
could not resist displayingthe gift you sent either in their home or office. DNA artwork looks modern,
professional, and even leans toward the abstract. But their real charm lies on the fact that no two
DNA portraits are the same â€“ as each person is unique in his own way.

In running our businesses or handling different projects, we make it a point to always â€œthink outside
the boxâ€•. Why not when coming up with ideas for corporate gifts? You may have noticed that
business environments these days are becoming more casual so it is not likely that you will have
crossed lines of appropriateness if you give away what can be considered as a true yet deeply
personal masterpiece. Clients, employers, employees, and business partners are sure to think of
you kindly for having thought of a gift that is deeply connected with their personality.

Modern DNA corporate art may be customised according to colour, framing, size, and style. It
possesses a sleek and modern vibe that will not look out of place in any business office. It also
shows that you are innovative and open to new ideas â€“ traits that are most welcome in any business
environment. You can order your corporate gifts via the DNA Artâ„¢Lounge, where you can freely
select customisation options for your order.

You may also availof our Gift Boxes at DNA Artâ„¢and surprise your business partners with unique
art. Our custom Gift Boxes are great for any occasion, more especially for giving away as gifts.
Each box contains a gift voucher for you to fill up the desired amount and on which you can fill in the
FROM and TO details. There is also a DNA collection kit, paid postage envelopes for returning the
DNA samples, a DNA collection authority form, and instructions on how to order and customise
each DNA artwork.
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http://dnaart.com.au is where you need to go if you are looking for unique corporate gifts such as a
corporate art. We make long-lasting DNA portraits that make excellent a corporate giftsfor any
occasion. Our lab prints them on independently tested Canson canvas using fade-resistant pigment
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